Air! An Incredibly Cool Unit for Elementary Gifted General Intellectual
Ability

Balloon
cars,
hovercrafts,
gliders,
prototypes, zip-lines and air rockets,
helicopters and more ... Here is a full unit
with more than 20 hours of critical thinking
and
hands-on
activities
designed
specifically for all 21st Century Learners
and nonverbally gifted learners. STEM
teachers: this unit guides students through
the engineering process time and time
againelementary style! Not only is this
unit packed with critical thinking
opportunities and rich in deeper
understanding
of
physical
science
concepts, it is a fun, hands-on,
student-centered unit which instructs
teachers about the talents and abilities of
their nonverbally strong students along the
way. Its not just for the nonverbals. This
unit calls forth a variety of talents and
skills. I used this unit with my 3rd grade
GATE talent pool students identified gifted
in verbal, quantitative, and nonverbal
abilities. Intellectually, the unit was an apt
challenge. The hands-on activities were
pretty tough for fingers still developing
dexterity, and this is why I believe the unit
would be excellent for 4th, 5th, and 6th
grade students as well. Youll see plenty
of unique activities and creative
approaches. You may have seen some of
these activities before peppered around the
web, but I know you can only find them
collected, adapted, standardized, tweaked,
stylized, and themed for excellent
pedagogy right here!
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